We address the problem of assigning non-partitioned les in a parallel I/O system where the le accesses exhibit Poisson arrival rates and xed service times. We present two new le assignment algorithms based on open queueing networks which aim at simultaneously minimizing simultaneously the load balance across all disks as well as the variance of the service time at each disk. We rst present an o -line algorithm, Sort Partition, which assigns to each disk les with similar access time. Next we show that, assuming that a perfectly balanced le assignment can be found for a given set of les, Sort Partition will nd the le assignment with minimal mean response time. We then present an on-line algorithm, Hybrid Partition, that assigns groups of les with similar service times in successive intervals while guaranteeing that the load imbalance at any point does not exceed a certain threshold. We report on synthetic experiments which exhibit skew in le accesses and sizes, and we compare the performance of our new algorithms with the vanilla greedy le allocation algorithm.
Introduction
Parallel I/O systems have been the object of substantial interest in recent years due to the explosive growth and availability of RAIDs, Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks CLG + 94]. Disk arrays partition data across multiple disks and access them in parallel in to achieve higher transfer rates for large data accesses, such as those encountered in supercomputing applications, and higher I/O rates on small data accesses, such as those typical in transaction processing. Most importantly, the commercial success of RAID has been ensured by the incorporation of e cient techniques for achieving reliability based on mirroring or error correcting codes.
While the partitioning of a le determines the degree of parallelism in servicing a single request to the le, the allocation of all the les (partitions) onto the disks is an equally important parameter that a ects the overall performance of a parallel I/O system. In order fully to bene t from the performance capabilities of a parallel I/O system, it has been widely recognized that the load must be uniformly distributed among all disks. Otherwise, the creation of performance bottlenecks on some of the disks may severely limit the response time of requests as well as the overall system throughput.
Algorithms for assigning data to disks in parallel or distributed systems have been extensively studied in literature DF82, Wah84, CABK88, DG89, KS89, Wol89, WP90, RSS93, MR95, SWZ98]. Typically, these algorithms assign the data to the disks of a parallel or a distributed system in such a way that a particular cost function is minimized. In the most general case, the cost function may involve communication costs,storage costs, update costs and queueing costs. However, nding the optimal solution even for very simple cost functions is an NP-complete problem DF82]. Consequently, viable solutions must be based on heuristics.
The heuristic methods that aim at optimizing the mean response time or the system throughput often concentrate on minimizing the queueing delays on the disks. Since communication delays are usually negligible in comparison with disk access times they can be safely omitted. Minimizing the queueing delays can be achieved by minimizing the utilization of each disk and by minimizing the variance of service times at each disk. Most of the published work concentrates on minimizing the disk utilization by balancing the system load across all disks, and neglects the minimization of the variance of the service time. As the following example shows, in addition to load balancing, the performance of a parallel or distributed system can be signi cantly improved by reducing the variance of service times at each disk.
Example 1: Assume a parallel I/O system with two identical disks. The data to be distributed between the two disks consists of n = 1000 les. Among the 1000 les, n A = 800 belong to Class A and n B = 200 to Class B. We assume that entire les are accessed as a unit. Each le in Class A has a mean access rate of A = 2 accesses per minute and a service time of s A = 20 ms, while each le in class B has a mean access rate of B = 1 access per minute and a service time s B = 120 ms.
The discrepancy in service time between the two classes might be due to the more complex nature of class B accesses or simply to the fact that class B has larger les. For simplicity of presentation, we will assume the latter. Consider two assignments of les to disks 1 and 2:
Assignment 1: Place 400 class A les and 100 class B les at each of the two disks.
Assignment 2: Place all class A les at disk 1 and all class B les at disk 2.
Assignment 1 assigns the same set of les to each disk. Consequently, it leads to a perfect load balance among disks 1 and 2. The utilization of each disk is = n A A s A =2 + n B B s B =2 = 0:46. On the other hand, assignment 2 leads to an imbalanced load: the utilization of disk 1 is 1 = n A A s A = 0:53 and the utilization of disk 2 is 2 = n B B s B = 0:4. Nevertheless, as we show below, assignment 2 results in a better mean system response time than assignment 1.
Under assignment 1, both disks can be modeled as M/G/1 queues. The mean response time of each disk is given as E(r) = E(s) + E(s Consequently, the mean system response time is given as E(r) = p 1 E(r 1 ) + p 2 E(r 2 ) = 45:6 ms where p 1 = n A A =(n A A + n B B ) and p 2 = 1 ? p 1 . 2
This example suggests that, in the presence of a multi-class workload, the minimization of the variance of the service time on each disk of a parallel I/O system is an issue as equally important as load balancing in order to optimize the system response time. Minimizing service time variance is also important for capacity planning for the network infrastructure which connects the disks (and servers) to clients consuming the data SZKT96].
In order to address these issues, we designed two new le assignment algorithms based on open queueing networks which aim at minimizing simultaneously the load balance across all disks as well as the variance of the service time at each disk. Without restriction on generality we assume that each le is allocated in its entirety on one disk. We present rst an o -line algorithm, SortPartition, which assigns to each disk les with similar service times. We then present an on-line algorithm, Hybrid Partition, which assigns to a given disk groups of les with similar service times in successive intervals while guaranteeing that the load imbalance at any point does not exceed a certain threshold. Our discussion is oriented towards parallel I/O systems due to the fact that we had a parallel I/O system prototype, namely FIVE Zab94], on which we could run our experiments. However, our algorithms are also applicable to distributed le systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we survey the related work. In Section 3 we describe our model, present two new heuristic le assignment algorithms, Sort Partition and Hybrid Partition, and prove optimality of Sort Partition in a constrained model which assumes that a perfectly balanced le assignment can be found . In Section 4 we describe our experimental testbed and we report on synthetic experiments which exhibit a skew in le accesses and sizes; we then compare the performance of our new algorithms with the vanilla greedy le allocation algorithm. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Related Work
The various algorithms proposed for the le assignment problem aim at minimizing objective functions, which can be based either on explicit cost functions, or on implicit cost functions, i.e., various performance metrics which are used as proxies. In many applications, the most important performance measures are the mean response time and/or system throughput. Consequently, many models consider simpli ed cost functions which account only for queueing costs CABK88, KS89, WYTD93, LH94, LP95, SWZ98]. As was discussed in the previous section, the queueing costs at each disk depend both on the utilization of each disk and on the variance of service times at the disk. Most of the heuristic algorithms for le assignment aim at minimizing the disks' maximal utilization either directly, i.e., by using some measure of the load, or indirectly by minimizing the total size of les assigned to each disk CABK88, LP95, SWZ98]. The minimization of service time variance on each disk usually is neglected.
The problem of minimizing the maximal utilization across all disks of a le system is isomorphic to the multiprocessor scheduling problem GJ79]. Consequently, the e cient heuristics developed for the former can be reused to solve the le assignment problem. Graham described a simple greedy algorithm Gra69] for multiprocessor load balancing called LPT Gra69] . At each step the algorithm greedily assigns a process to the processor having the least accumulated load. LPT can operate in either on-line or o -line modes. In on-line mode, the processes are assigned in the order of their arrival. In o -line mode, all processes are rst ordered by their load and the assignment is done in descending load order.
The LPT algorithm can be applied directly to the le assignment problem as follows. The load of each le is de ned as the product of the le access rate and the access service time. This metric is frequently called the heat of the le CABK88, SWZ98] . In what follows we will refer to the LPT algorithm when it is applied to the le assignment problem as the vanilla Greedy algorithm. In the on-line version of the Greedy algorithm a le is placed on the disk with the currently lowest accumulated heat, and the heat of the target disk is then incremented by the heat of the new le.
The worst-case behavior of a load balancing heuristic algorithm can be expressed by its competitive ratio, which is de ned as the ratio between the maximal load on any disk under the given heuristic algorithm and the maximal load on any disk under an optimal placement. It has been shown that the competitive ratios of the o -line and on-line versions of the Greedy algorithm are bound by case bounds can be improved, to a minor extent, by using more sophisticated algorithms CGJ78, BFKV92, KPT94]. However, it also has been shown that no on-line algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio better than 1 + 1 p 2 1:7 FKT89]. Similarly to the worst case behavior, the average-case behavior of a load balancing heuristic algorithm can be measured by its average competitive ratio, which is de ned as the ratio of the expected value of the maximal load on any disk under the given heuristic algorithm to the expected value of the maximal load on any disk under an optimal placement. It has been shown that for two disks the average competitive ratio of the vanilla Greedy algorithm is bound by 1 + O( 1 n 2 ), where n is the number of les CGL84].
All the le assignment algorithms reported in CABK88, WYTD93, LH94, LP95, SWZ98] which aim at load balance optimization use either the vanilla Greedy algorithm or a variant of it. Given the known results about the good worst-case and average-case behavior of the Greedy algorithm we use it in Section 4 as a yardstick for performance comparison with the heuristic algorithms presented in Section 3.
3 Heuristic Algorithms
Model Description
We consider the problem of assigning n les f 1 , f 2 , : : :, f n among m disks of a parallel I/O system d 1 , d 2 , : : :, d m . We shall represent the solution to the le assignment problem as a partition of the set I = f1; : : : ; ng denoted as fI 1 ; I 2 ; : : : ; I m g, where I i is a set of indices corresponding to the les assigned to disk d i . For the simplicity of presentation, we do not consider in this work le partitioning or le replication; thus each le must be assigned in its entirety to one disk. This does not restrict the generality of our model, since if a le is partitioned, each partition can be viewed as a stand alone le. Similarly, a device having k disks, e.g. a RAID, is modeled as k standalone disks. Again, this does not restrict the generality of our model since we assume that the queueing delays on the buses or controllers of the disks are negligible when compared with the queueing delays on the disks themselves. We also assume a " at" network topology with identical communication delays between any pair of disks. Consequently, the network delays have no impact on the le assignment.
Disk accesses to each le are modeled as a Poisson process with a mean access rate i a priori known. We assume a xed service time s i for each le f i . For example, each access to a le may result in a sequential scan of the entire le. Such a workload is typical in most le systems or WWW servers OCH + 85, KMR95]. For large les, when the unit of le access is the entire le or a large portion of it, the seek and rotation delays are negligible compared with the transfer time. In addition, we consider a homogeneous parallel I/O system with each disk having the same performance characteristics. Thus, our assumption that the service time of each le access is xed is a valid one in the context outlined above. The two le characteristics above, namely access rate and service time, can be combined in a joint metric called heat which will used by our heuristic algorithms. We de ne the heat h i of le f i as:
The heuristic algorithms that we introduce in this section are based on an open queueing model and employ the mean response time as an objective function to be minimized. As discussed in SWZ98] , an open queueing model is more appropriate than a closed queueing model for modeling systems with large numbers of concurrent users.
An on-line le assignment algorithm must assign le f i to disk d j using only information about the current state of all disks, and the characteristics of all previously assigned les as well as of the incoming le f i i.e., j , s j , j i. The decision is made without any knowledge about the characteristics of the les f k , k > i, which will be assigned in the future ABK94]. On the other hand, an o -line algorithm uses knowledge about the entire sequence f 1 , f 2 , : : :, f n of les. We proceed now to discuss our o -line algorithm Sort Partition, and then we discuss the on-line version, Hybrid Partition.
Sort Partition Algorithm
As Example 1 suggests, signi cant improvements in response time can be obtained by assigning les with similar service times to the same disk which leads to the minimization of the variance of service times at each disk. Indeed, when les of a wide variety of sizes are intermixed on each disk, it will frequently occur that small le accesses must wait for larger le accesses that were queued ahead of them. This is ine cient, especially when the load is heavy and the queueing delays dominate the response time.
In order to address the issue of minimization of service time variance at each disk, we designed the following o -line algorithm called Sort Partition. Initially, all les are ordered in a list I in descending order of their service times. The disks are selected for allocation in random order. Each disk d k is assigned the next contiguous segment I k from the ordered list I, to be denoted by I k , such that the load is distributed among the disks more or less evenly. We say that fI 1 ; I 2 ; : : : ; I m gis a perfectly balanced le assignment (PBFA) if for all k, P Output: assignment of les to disks fI 1 ; I 2 ; : : : ; I m g
Step 1:
Compute the average disk utilization : = 1 m P n i=1 h i
Step 2:
Sort all les into list I in descending order of their service times s i
Step 3: We will now show the optimality of the Sort Partition algorithm under the constraint of a PBFA. We summarize our main result in Theorem MinRT .
Theorem MinRT Among all PBFAs Sort Partition nds the one with minimal mean response time.
Proof of Theorem MinRT
We model each disk as a single M/G/1 queue. Consequently, the mean response time of accesses to disk d k , denoted as E(r k ), is given as E(r k ) = E(s k ) + k E(s 
We conclude from (12) and (13) that max i2I k+1 s i min i2I k s i :
Hence the proof of Lemma 5 is complete.
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We proceed with the proof of the inductive step. We assume that for any PBFA to m disks 
It follows from (14) and (15) 
Hybrid Partition Algorithm
In the previous section we showed that assuming a PBFA, Sort Partition achieves superior performance compared to Greedy in terms of response time. This is achieved by assigning les with similar service times to the same disk. However, Greedy can operate in on-line mode with no a priori knowledge of the les to be assigned in the future. On the other hand, Sort Partition is an o -line algorithm which requires complete knowledge about the service times and access rates of all the les. This may be clearly inappropriate in many situations where the les are being generated dynamically, i.e., on the y. Output: assignment of les to disks fI 1 ; I 2 ; : : : ; I m g
Initialize the load on each disk d i : load i = 0 and set allocation list I i = ;
while (list of batches B has not been exhausted) do Step 2.1: To address these issues, we have designed a new on-line algorithm, called Hybrid Partition, which attempts to minimize simultaneously the load variance across all disks as well as the service time variance at each disk. Hybrid Partition requires that all les be assigned in descending order of service times, but in contrast to Sort Partition it does not require any knowledge about the statistics of les to be allocated in the future. In many practical situations les arrive in batches, which can be sorted prior to their assignment, but with no correlation between the le service times in di erent batches. Hybrid Partition is intended as on-line alternative to Greedy for batches of reasonable size.
The Hybrid Partition assigns les to disks in distinct allocation intervals. The algorithm selects for each allocation interval l a di erent disk d k as the allocation target. Like Greedy, the algorithm selects the disk with the smallest accumulated load (heat), denoted as load k . During one allocation interval a number of les are allocated to the target disk d k until its load reaches a given threshold k . The les to be allocated to disk d k are a contiguous segment of les from the current batch B next . This is similar in spirit to Sort Partition, except that the number of batches can be larger than one. A high level version of our algorithm is given in Figure 3 . Hybrid Partition attempts to reconcile two con icting goals: minimizing the load variance across the disks and minimizing service time variance at each disk. When the overall disk utilization is low, the load imbalance does not impact signi cantly the response time and thus the algorithm gives priority to minimizing service time variance. This is achieved by assigning to one disk a "relatively" large segment of les from B next with similar service times. On the other hand, once the system utilization is high, any load imbalance might signi cantly a ect the system response time. In order to give priority to load balancing, smaller segments of les from B next , i.e., fewer les, are assigned to the target disk during one allocation interval. This basic principle is illustrated in Figure 4 where two allocation intervals are depicted. The load of each disk is proportional to its height and the white portion of a disk represents the additional load assigned to it during the current allocation interval. Observe also, that, like Greedy, Hybrid Partition may select the same disk during di erent allocation intervals.
In order to implement this trade-o between load imbalance and service time minimization, our algorithm "dynamically" adjusts the threshold k , that the load can reach during the current allocation interval on disk k. As load k increases, the di erence k ? load k decreases. Ideally, the value k should be selected in such a way that the ratio between the mean response time on disk k after and before the le assignments in this interval does not exceed a xed constant, overflow.
The constant gives the maximal increase in response time one is willing to tolerate in order to minimize service time variance on each server. The value of k can be computed by approximating the behavior of each disk by an M/M/1 queue. In this case, we obtain that E(r1) and E(r2), the mean response times at disk k before and after the assignments in the current allocation interval, respectively, are given as: E(r 1 ) = E(s)=(1 ? load k ) and E(r 2 ) = E(s)=(1 ? k )
By setting E(r 2 )=E(r 1 ) = overflow we obtain k = 1 ? 1 ? load k overflow In the experiments reported in Section 4 we set the value of overflow to 1.05.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section we present an experimental performance evaluation of Sort Partition and Hybrid Partition algorithms. We compare their performance with the vanilla Greedy algorithm.
Experimental Setup and Workload Characteristics
The experimental testbed is based on a parallel I/O system prototype FIVE Zab94, SWZ98]. FIVE was designed to manage les striped across several disks which are connected to a single host. In all experiments the contention on the host's controller and bus was minimal. Consequently, each disk can be viewed as connected to a single disk of a parallel I/O system. FIVE either can manage real data on real disks or it can simulate each disk when the former is not available. The disk simulator keeps track of exact arm positions as well as rotational positions of the disk head. It also considers head switch delays, realistic seek time as a non-linear function of the seek distance, and also other In all experiments we used simulated disks with the con guration parameters described in Figure 5 .
All tests are based on synthetic workloads. In all experiments we distributed 5000 les across the 16 available disks. Each le was allocated to a single disk; the les were not partitioned or replicated. Each le access represented a sequential read of the entire le. In order to study the e ciency of our algorithms in a realistic setting, the distributions of le sizes and le accesses across the les exhibit a skew. The sizes of the les were distributed according to a Zip an distribution with a skew parameter = log X On the other hand, in order to re ect the scenario where di erent les have di erent access rates, we also modeled the distribution of access rates across the les also with a Zip an distribution having the same skew parameter as the distribution of le sizes.
As observed in real system traces OCH + 85, KMR95], the most popular les are typically small in size, while the large les are relatively unpopular. Therefore, the distributions of access rates across the les and le sizes were inversely correlated as shown in Figure 6 . In each experiment, either all les were assigned at the same time or the les were assigned in several batches. The les in each batch were randomly selected. Consequently, even after sorting each batch (in descending order of service times), the batches did not form an ordered sequence. We conducted experiments with 4 and 64 batches each having 78 and 1250 les, respectively. In each series of experiments we increased the aggregate access rate = P 5000 i=1 i until the point when the model started thrashing.
Each experiment simulated approximately a 15 minute interval. 
Experimental Results
We compared the performance of Sort Partition and Hybrid Partition against the performance of Greedy. We concentrated on the average response time as the primary performance metric. Because the response time grows by more than one order of magnitude as the aggregate access rate approaches the thrashing point, the average response times are represented on a logarithmic scale for all graphs reported in this section .
We found that Sort Partition consistently provided the best response time among all algorithms. This result would be trivial under a PBFA. Figure 7 shows a sample of coe cient of variation 1 of disk load under various assignments and = 200s ?1 . These results con rm our intuitive expectation that Greedy leads to the best load balance because load balancing is its only goal. On the other hand, Sort Partition leads to the worst load balance, because it does not explicitly attempt to balance the load; rather it assumes that a PBFA can be found. Finally, Hybrid Partition's load balance is a compromise between that of Greedy and Sort Partition as its priorities alternate between load balancing and minimizing the variance of service time. Figure 8 also shows that the higher the aggregate access rate is, the more signi cant is the improvement achieved by Sort Partition. Thus, paying attention to minimization of service time variance is especially important when the system is under a heavy load. We also found that the response times of Hybrid Partition were between those of Greedy and Sort Partition. This is again in accordance with our expectations, because Hybrid Partition trades o its performance for the ability to do on-line processing.
As Figures 8 and 9 show, the qualitative ranking of the three algorithms does not change for di erent access rates and skew parameters, . The di erences in response times decrease slowly with smaller values of the skew parameter . However, for corresponding to 60/40 distribution and = 200s ?1 , Sort Partition still provides a 44% improvement over Greedy and a 19% improvement over Hybrid Partition.
We also have compared the performance of the two on-line algorithms, Hybrid Partition and Greedy on workloads with multiple batches. The results for a skew corresponding to a 70/30 distribution can be found in Figures 10 and 11 . Hybrid Partition always provides a better response time than Greedy. However, the improvement diminishes as the number of batches grows and, consequently, their size decreases. For example, as shown in Figure 10 , given an arrival rate = 200s ?1 , and with 4 runs each consisting of 1250 les, Hybrid Partition provides a 21% improvement of response time over Greedy. Once the number of batches grows to 64 with each batch having 78 les, the improvement in response time of Hybrid Partition over Greedy drops to 6% for the same value of , as shown in Figure 11 . The results for a skew corresponding to a 60/40 distribution were qualitatively similar.
Based on these experimental results, we arrived to the following conclusions: Sort Partition should be used whenever an o -line algorithm is feasible, i.e., when the characteristics of all les (service times and heat) are known in advance.
Hybrid Partition should be used whenever the les arrive dynamically in reasonably large batches which can be sorted in descending order of service times prior to their assignment. However, as the batch size decreases, the response time improvements of Hybrid Partition over Greedy become negligible.
Greedy can be used whenever the les to be assigned arrive one-at-a-time. In such environ-ment, Greedy provides practically the same response time as Hybrid Partition. 
Conclusion
We have presented two novel le assignment algorithms, Sort Partition and Hybrid Partition. Both algorithms aim at optimizing the mean system response time by simultaneously minimizing the variance of the load across all servers and the variance of the service time at each server. Speci cally, Sort Partition minimizes the variance of the service time at each server by assigning to each server les with similar service times. We have shown that among all PBFAs, Sort Partition nds the assignment guaranteeing minimal system response time. Because Sort Partition is inherently an o -line algorithm, we designed an on-line algorithm, Hybrid Partition, which approximates the behavior of Sort Partition in a given allocation interval while guaranteeing that during each interval the load imbalance does not exceed a certain threshold.
Our experimental results show that Sort Partition provides consistently better response times than the vanilla Greedy algorithm, even when the le assignment that it produces is not load balanced. Although Hybrid Partition does not achieve the performance level of Sort Partition, it still provides superior performance in comparison with the vanilla Greedy algorithm in an environment where the les arrives arrive in sorted batches of reasonably large sizes. We are planning to extend our analysis of Hybrid Partition by including an analytical model to determine the optimal choice of the constant overflow, as well as to consider explicitly the impact of the batch size.
In practice, judicious le allocation is only one of the performance tuning issues that need to be incorporated in a le manager for parallel I/O systems. As we mentioned earlier, in RAIDs les usually are partitioned into extents that are distributed across disks in order to further reduce the service time of a single request or to improve the throughput of multiple requests. Striping is the most commonly used variant of le partitioning whereby a le is divided rst into xedsized runs of logically consecutive data units that are assigned to disks in a round-robin manner. A le extent corresponds now to all runs of a le that need to be allocated contiguously on a single disk. Although le striping and le allocation are orthogonal issues, they are not completely independent. Striping imposes an additional constraint on the le allocation problem. Namely, in order to support intra-request parallelism SWZ98], it is necessary to allocate the extents of a le to di erent disks. We plan to extend our algorithms for le allocation to cover the case when the units of allocation are le segments.
In addition, in a fully dynamic environment not only are les to be created or deleted on the y, but les may grow or shrink and the le access characteristics may change over time. In order to deal with all these dynamics of change, it is necessary to incorporate into a le manager another tuning component that can redistribute the load by migrating data from one disk to another. File migration is on-line reorganization process, which is performed incrementally, usually by migrating les (or le segments) one at a time SWZ94]. Thus, le migration is a tuning step complementary to le allocation. By performing incremental migration steps, we can avoid the alternative of an expensive reallocation of all les. In ZOSW98] we have presented a model for le migration which determines whether a given le migration is bene cial at a given point in time; this is done by measuring whether its bene t, given as an objective function based on the variance of the load across the disks, exceeds the migration's cost.
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